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ABSTRACT
In this work, we propose buffer-aided physical-layer network coding
(PLNC) techniques for cooperative direct-sequence code-division
multiple access systems. In the proposed buffer-aided PLNC
schemes, a relay pair selection algorithm is employed to obtain
the relay pair and the packets in the buffer entries with the best
performance and the associated link combinations used for data
transmission. We also devise PLNC schemes based on the design
of linear network coding matrices using maximum likelihood and
minimum mean-square error criteria to generate the network coded
symbols that are sent to the destination. Simulation results show that
the proposed techniques significantly outperform prior art.
Index Terms— DS–CDMA networks, cooperative communica-
tions, physical-layer network coding, buffer-aided schemes.
1. INTRODUCTION
Interference mitigation is one of the key problems in wireless com-
munications and many approaches have been devised for this task
in the last decades or so. Unlike traditional strategies that treat in-
terference as a nuisance to be avoided, physical-layer network cod-
ing (PLNC) techniques take advantage of the superposition of radio
signals and embrace the interference to improve throughput perfor-
mance [1]. PLNC techniques have generated a number of fertile the-
oretical and application-oriented studies, and are foreseen to be suc-
cessfully implemented in future wireless applications [2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
In wireless and cognitive radio networks, the physical superposition
of the signals can be seen as a benefit rather than an interference
and exploited for coding at the physical-layer level [7]. The com-
munication can be protected against attacks from malicious nodes
[8], eavesdropping entities [9], and impairments such as noise and
information losses [10] thanks to the property of the network acting
as an encoder. In peer-to-peer networks, the well-known problem of
the missing block at the end of the download can be avoided by the
distribution of a number of encoded versions of the source data [11].
PLNC has significant advantages in wireless multi-hop net-
works. Multiple relay nodes are employed in the network to transmit
data from sources to the destination [12]. It allows a node to exploit
as far as possible all signals that are received simultaneously, rather
than treating them as interference [12]. Additionally, instead of
decoding each incoming data stream separately, a node detects and
forwards the function of the incoming data streams [13]. There are
several different network coding techniques, namely, the XOR map-
ping schemes and linear network coding designs [1, 14, 2, 15, 3, 6].
In cooperative relaying systems, strategies that employ relays
have been investigated in [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. In order to
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further increase the quality and reliability of cooperative schemes,
the concept of buffer has been introduced and used to equip relay
nodes in cooperative relaying scenarios [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. In
this context, relay selection algorithms must be employed to obtain
the combination of links in the buffer entries that optimize some cri-
terion and result in performance improvements.
In this work, we propose buffer-aided PLNC techniques for
cooperative direct-sequence code-division multiple access (DS-
CDMA) systems. In the proposed buffer-aided PLNC schemes, a
relay pair selection algorithm is employed to obtain the relay pair
and the packets in the buffer entries with the highest SINR and
the associated link combinations used for data transmission. We
also devise PLNC schemes based on the design of linear network
coding matrices using maximum likelihood (ML) and minimum
mean-square error (MMSE) criteria to generate the network coded
symbol (NCS) that is then sent to the destination. Simulation results
show that the proposed techniques significantly outperform prior art.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 1 introduces the co-
operative DS-CDMA system model. Section 2 presents the proposed
ML and MMSE linear network code designs, whereas Section 3 de-
scribes the proposed buffer-aided PLNC transmission scheme. Sec-
tion 4 presents the simulations and Section 5 gives the conclusions.
2. COOPERATIVE DS-CDMA SYSTEM MODEL
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Fig. 1. Uplink of a cooperative DS-CDMA system.
We consider the uplink of a two-phase cooperative synchronous
DS-CDMA system withK users, L relays equipped with finite-size
buffers capable of storing J packets andN chips per symbol that ex-
periences channels with flat fading, as shown in Fig. 1. The system
is equipped with a cooperative protocol at each relay and the trans-
mit data are organized in packets of P symbols. The received signals
are filtered by a matched filter and sampled at chip rate to obtain suf-
ficient statistics and organized into N × 1 vectors ysr, ysd and yrd,
which represent the signals received from the sources to the relays,
the sources to the destination and the relay to the destination, respec-
tively. Every set ofm users andm relays are randomly assigned into
a group, forming pairs of users and relays. The signal received from
the remaining users to the target relays are seen as interference.
In the first phase, the signals received at the destination and the
l-th relay can be described as
ysd =
K∑
k=1
aksdskhsd,kbk + nsd, (1)
ysrl =
K∑
k=1
aksrlskhsrl,kbk + nsrl , (2)
where bk correspond to the transmitted symbols. The quantities a
k
sd
and aksrl are the k-th user’s amplitude from the source to the des-
tination and from the source to relay l, respectively. The vector
sk = [sk(1), sk(2), ...sk(N)]
T is the signature sequence for user
k. The quantities hsd,k and hsrl,k are the complex channel coeffi-
cients from user k to the destination and from user k to the l-th relay,
respectively. The vectors nsd and nsrl are the noise vectors that con-
tain samples of zero mean complex Gaussian noise with variance σ2.
After the detected symbols of interest are generated, a PLNC
scheme is then employed at each relay. When the bit-wise XOR
operation (the modulo-2 sum in the binary field) is considered, we
assume that the mapping from user symbol to a modulated symbol
is denoted asMB . This mathematical mapping is then expressed as
bk =MB = 1− 2ck. (3)
We then perform the above mapping from bˆrld,k, which represents
the decoded symbol for user k at the output of relay l using a relay
protocol, to its corresponding user symbol as described by
bˆrld,k → c
k
l . (4)
Similarly, when linear network coding is adopted at the l-th relay,
the corresponding mapping LB is given by
bl = LB =
K∑
k=1
gklbˆrld,k. (5)
In the following, we briefly review existing PLNC schemes that em-
ploy linear network codes at each relay. When the signals are sent to
the relays, we obtain the detected symbol as given by
bˆrΩ(l)d,Υ(k) = Q
(
(wsΥ(k)rΩ(l))
H
ysrl
)
, (6)
where Υ is a 1 × m user set and Ω is the corresponding 1 × m
relay set since we combine every m users and m relays into a sub
transmission group. bˆrΩ(l)d,Υ(k) is the detected result for user Υ(k)
at relayΩ(l), wsΥ(k)rΩ(l) refers to the detector for userΥ(k) at relay
Ω(l). After that, the detected symbol is mapped through (3) to obtain
c
Υ(k)
Ω(l) = (1− bˆrΩ(l)d,Υ(k))/2. (7)
If linear network coding techniques [29, 30, 31] are adopted at the
relays, every relay group will be allocated a unique m × m linear
network coding matrix G whose structure is given by
G =


g11 g12 . . . g1m
g21 g22 . . . g2m
.
..
gm1 gm2 . . . gmm

 . (8)
Thus, the following linear combination can be obtained as
bΩ(l) =
m∑
k=1
gkl bˆrΩ(l)d,Υ(k), (9)
where bˆrΩ(l)d,Υ(k) is the detected symbol for user Υ(k) at relay
Ω(l). After that, in order to forward the encoded information to
the destination, the following mapping operation is required
bΩ(l) = 1− 2cΩ(l). (10)
Consequently, in the second phase the encoded symbols are stored
and prepared to be sent to the destination. The NCS are then trans-
mitted from relay set Ω to the destination as described by
yrΩd =
m∑
l=1
hrΩ(l)dbΩ(l) + nrd, (11)
where hrΩ(l)d = a
Υ
rΩ(l)d
sΥhrΩ(l)d denotes the N × 1 channel vec-
tor from relay Ω(l) to the destination, aΥrΩ(l)d is the amplitude for
combined source (user set Υ) from the Ω(l)-th relay to the desti-
nation, hrΩ(l)d is the complex channel fading coefficient from the
Ω(l)-th relay to the destination, sΥ is theN × 1 spreading sequence
assigned to the NCS bΩ(l) and nrd is the N × 1 zero mean complex
Gaussian noise with variance σ2.
At the destination, the detected symbol for users from setΥ after
linear network coding at each of the relays is obtained by
bˆΩ(l) = Q
(
G
−1(wrΩd)
H
yrΩd
)
. (12)
The decoding process for linear network coding is expressed by
bˆΩ(1) = gΥ(1)Ω(1) bˆΥ(1) + gΥ(2)Ω(1)bˆΥ(2) + ...+ gΥ(m)Ω(1) bˆΥ(m)
...
bˆΩ(m) = gΥ(1)Ω(m) bˆΥ(1) + gΥ(2)Ω(m)bˆΥ(2) + ...+ gΥ(m)Ω(m) bˆΥ(m)
(13)
The m unknown detected symbols bˆΥ(k), k = 1, 2, ...m for each
user in user set Υ can be obtained by solving the above m equa-
tions. However, in this scenario, since we have direct transmission,
there is another decoding alternative. Specifically, we can obtain the
detected symbol for the user bˆΥ(k) as given by:
bˆΥ(k) =
bˆΩ(l) −
(
gΥ(1)Ω(l)bˆ
Υ(1)
sd + . . .+ gΥ(m)Ω(l)bˆ
Υ(m)
sd
)
gΥ(k)Ω(l)
. (14)
With direct transmissions, we can effectively reduce the bit er-
ror rate. In particular, there is a possibility that the detection for
bˆΩ(l), l ∈ Ω is incorrect, which could directly lead to a problem
when solving the system of equations in (13), causing incorrect
decisions. However, this is not a problem when applying (14) as we
can select another detected symbol bˆΩ(s), s 6= l as the minuend in
(14) instead of the possibly incorrect detected symbol bˆΩ(l).
3. PROPOSED COOPERATIVE LINEAR NETWORK
CODING SCHEMES
In this section, we present novel linear network coding designs for
G. The idea is inspired by the work in [32] but applied in a com-
pletely different context. In the cooperative PLNC transmission sce-
nario, the simplest way to construct G is to generate it randomly
[33], however, this approach often does not result in the optimum
performance as it does not satisfy an optimality criterion. Therefore,
in order to obtain performance advantages, we devise methods based
on the ML and MMSE criteria.
3.1. Maximum Likelihood Design
When a linear network coding scheme is adopted at the relay, we
introduce them×m linear network code matrix G, which is used to
generate the NCS. An ML design of G that requires the evaluation
of all possible (2m
2
) binary matrices is given by
G
ML = arg min
1≤j≤2m
2
∥∥∥


bΩ(1)
...
bΩ(m)

−G−1


wHrΩ(1)dyrΩ(1)d
...
wHrΩ(m)dyrΩ(m)d


∥∥∥2
,
(15)
where wrld is the linear detector used at relay l, yrld is the signal
transmitted from relay l. In summary, the principle of this approach
is to obtain anm×m code matrix GML to match G (or GML). Thus,
the minimum distance between the transmitted symbols and detected
symbols can be obtained. Note that this approach corresponds to a
combinatorial problem where we must test all 2m
2
possible candi-
dates to obtain GML associated with the best performance. The com-
putational cost is one of the disadvantages of this approach but the
design of GML can be carried out online. At the destination side, we
employ the same matrix GML that is applied at the relays in order to
obtain better detection performance.
3.2. MMSE design
The ML approach in (15) does not consider the influence brought
by noise. This fact motivates us to seek another efficient decod-
ing method that can consider both interference and noise. In order
to further exploit the minimum distance and improve the transmis-
sion performance, we introduce a code matrix G˜ at the destination
to match the generated binary matrix G and perform the linear net-
work coding operation. The proposed MMSE linear network coding
matrix GMMSE is obtained as follows:
G
MMSE = argmin
G˜
E


∥∥∥


bΩ(1)
..
.
bΩ(m)

− G˜


wHrΩ(1)dyrΩ(1)d
..
.
wHrΩ(m)dyrΩ(m)d


∥∥∥2

 ,
(16)
where ideally we have b
Υ(k)
Ω(1)
= b
Υ(k)
Ω(2)
= ... = b
Υ(k)
Ω(m)
, k ∈ [1,m].
This design problem can be recast as the following:
G
MMSE = arg min
G˜
E
[∥∥∥a− G˜b
∥∥∥2], (17)
where the quantities in the argument are a = [bΩ(1) . . . bΩ(m)]
T and
b = [wHrΩ(1)dyrΩ(1)d . . . w
H
rΩ(m)d
yrΩ(m)d]
T . By taking the gradient
of the cost function with respect to G˜ and equating the terms to zero,
we obtain the MMSE linear network code matrix given by
G
MMSE = PabR
−1
b , (18)
where the statistical quantities in the MMSE code matrix are the
cross-correlation matrix Pab = E[ab
H ] and the auto-correlation
matrix Rb = E[bb
H ]. The elements of Pab are given by
[Pab]k,j = (
∑m
i=1 gikgikσ
2
i )h
H
rΩ(j)d
wrΩ(j)d , for k, j = 1, . . . ,m,
whereas the main diagonal entries ofRb are described by [Rb]j,j =
w
H
rΩ(j)d
(hrΩ(j)dh
H
rΩ(j)d
+ σ2I)wrΩ(j)d , for j = 1, . . . ,m.
4. PROPOSED BUFFER-AIDED PLNC SCHEME
In this section, we consider groups of m = 2 users and m = 2
relays and develop a buffer-aided PLNC scheme, where each relay
is equipped with a buffer so the received data can be stored and wait
until the link pair associated with the best performance is selected.
Consequently, encoded data are stored at the buffer entries and then
forwarded to the destination when the appropriate time interval
comes. Moreover, the destination is also equipped with a buffer
so that the detected symbols from the direct transmissions can be
stored. After that, the detected symbols are obtained through PLNC
decoding and mapping operations at the appropriate time instants.
Transmission between a selected user-relay pair (m = 2)
At the relays, the received signal is processed by linear network
coding and forwarded to the destination, which employs a decoding
matrix and a linear receiver. Specifically, the proposed algorithm
starts with a selection procedure using all possible link combina-
tions associated with all relay pairs from both source-relay and
relay-destination phases. Since any linear network coding technique
can be adopted, every (m = 2) relays are combined into a group
and paired with (m = 2) users. Note that arbitrary numbers of users
and relays can also be considered but for the sake of simplicity,
we only consider m = 2 relays and users. In this case, the signal
transmitted from other users are seen as the interference component.
All possible links are considered and their SINR are then calculated:
SINRsrΩ =
K∑
k=1
m∑
l=1
wHskrΩ(l)ρskrΩ(l)wskrΩ(l)
K∑
k=1
L∑
j=1
j 6∈Ω
wHskrjρskrj wskrj +
m∑
l=1
σ2wHskrΩ(l)wskrΩ(l)
,
(19)
SINRrΩd =
K∑
k=1
m∑
l=1
(wkrΩ(l)d)
HρkrΩ(l)dw
k
rΩ(l)d
K∑
k=1
L∑
j=1
j 6∈Ω
(wkrjd)
Hρkrjdw
k
rjd
+
m∑
l=1
σ2(wkrΩ(l)d)
HwkrΩ(l)d
,
(20)
where ρskrΩ(l) = h
H
skrΩ(l)
hskrΩ(l) is the correlation coefficient of
the desired user k between the source and relay Ω(l), ρkrΩ(l)d =
(hkrΩ(l)d)
HhkrΩ(l)d is the correlation coefficient for user k from relay
Ω(l) to the destination. hskrΩ(l) = askrΩ(l)skhskrΩ(l) is the chan-
nel vector from user k to relay Ω(l). In (19), SINRsrΩ denotes the
SINR for the combined paths from all users to relay set Ω, wskrΩ(l)
is the detector used at the relay Ω(l). When the RAKE receiver is
adopted at the corresponding relay, wskrΩ(l) is expressed as
wskrΩ(l) = hskrΩ(l) . (21)
Similarly, if the linear MMSE receiver [34, 35, 36, 37, 38] is em-
ployed at the relays, wskrΩ(l) is equal to
wskrΩ(l) =
( K∑
k=1
hskrΩ(l)h
H
skrΩ(l)
+ σ2I
)−1
hskrΩ(l) , (22)
hskrΩ(l) = askrΩ(l)skhskrΩ(l) is the effective signature vector from
user k to the relay Ω(l). In (20), SINRrΩd represents the SINR for
the combined paths from relay set Ω to the destination. The receive
filter wkrΩ(l)d is employed by the detector used at the destination.
When the RAKE receiver is adopted at the destination, wkrΩ(l)d is
expressed as
w
k
rΩ(l)d
= hkrΩ(l)d. (23)
In an analog way, if the linear MMSE receiver is employed at the
relays, wkrΩ(l)d is equal to
w
k
rΩ(l)d
=
( K∑
k=1
h
k
rΩ(l)d
(hkrΩ(l)d)
H + σ2I
)−1
h
k
rΩ(l)d
. (24)
Both RAKE and MMSE receivers are considered here due to their
reasonably low complexity and it should be mentioned that other
detectors [39, 40, 41, 42, 43] including the ML detector can also
be used. Alternatively, transmit processing techniques can also be
employed [44, 45, 46, 47].
After the computation of receive filters and SINR values, we sort
all these results according to a decreasing power level and choose the
relay pair (m = 2) with the highest SINR as given by
SINRi,j = arg max
Ω∈[1,2,...,L]
{SINRsrΩ ,SINRrΩd}, (25)
where SINRi,j denotes the highest SINR associated with the relay i
and relay j. After the relay pair (m = 2) with the highest SINR is
selected, the signal is transmitted through the corresponding chan-
nels. In this case, two different situations of the buffer mode need to
be considered as follows.
Transmission mode:
If the link combinations associated with the selected relay set be-
longs to the relay-destination phase, the buffers are turned to the
transmission mode. A buffer space check needs to be conducted first
to ensure the corresponding buffer entries are not empty, namely:
Φbufferi 6= ∅, i ∈ [1, 2, ..., L], (26)
and
Φbufferj 6= ∅, j ∈ [1, 2, ..., L], (27)
where Φbufferi and Φ
buffer
j denote the buffers equipped at relay i and
relay j. If the corresponding buffer entries are not empty, we trans-
mit the NCS according to (11). On the other hand, if the buffer
condition does not satisfy the transmission requirements, namely,
the buffer entries are empty, the selected relay pair cannot help to
forward the NCS.
In this case, we drop the current relay pair i and j and choose
another relay pair with the second highest SINR as given by
SINRprei,j = SINRi,j (28)
SINRu,v ∈ max{SINRsrΩ ,SINRrΩd} \ SINR
pre
i,j , (29)
where SINRu,v denotes the second highest SINR associated with
the updated relay pair u and v. {SINRsrΩ ,SINRrΩd} \ SINR
pre
i,j
represents a complementary set, where we drop the SINRprei,j from
the set of SINR links {SINRsrΩ ,SINRrΩd}. Consequently, the
above process repeats until the buffer condition achieves the trans-
mission requirement.
Reception mode:
If the link combination associated with the highest relay pair SINR
belongs to the source-relay phase, the buffers are switched to re-
ception mode. Similarly, the buffer is checked to ensure that the
corresponding buffer entries are not full. We then have
Φbufferi 6= U, i ∈ [1, 2, ..., L], (30)
and
Φbufferj 6= U, j ∈ [1, 2, ..., L], (31)
where U represents a full buffer set. If the buffers are not full, then
the sources send the data to the selected relay pair i and j according
to (2). Otherwise, the algorithm reselects a new relay pair as in (28)
and (29). The re-selection process stops when the buffer entries are
not full. The size J of buffers plays an important role in the system
performance. When we increase the buffer size, better channels can
be selected as a relatively larger candidate pool is generated. There-
fore, extra degrees of freedom in the system are also available.
5. SIMULATIONS
In this section, a simulation study of the proposed buffer-aided
PLNC scheme and linear network coding techniques is carried out.
The DS-CDMA network uses randomly generated spreading codes
of lengthN = 16. The corresponding channel coefficients are mod-
eled as complex Gaussian random variables. We assume perfectly
known channels at the relays and receivers and remark that results
with channel estimation have the same performance hierarchy. We
consider K = 6 users, L = 6 relays, equal power allocation and
packets with 1000 BPSK symbols in the transmissions. For PLNC
techniques, we first compare the XOR against linear network coding
schemes using different designs of the matrix G with and without
buffers (J = 4) in Fig. 2. The results show that the use of buffers
can provide a significant gain in performance and that linear network
coding techniques outperform XOR-based approaches.
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Fig. 2. Performance of linear network coding techniques with and
without buffers using BPSK modulation.
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Fig. 3. Performance of linear network coding techniques with and
without buffers using BPSK modulation.
The BER performance of buffer-aided (J = 4) PLNC schemes
with the proposed and existing linear network coding techniques is
shown in Fig. 3. The results show that the introduction of GMMSE
provides the best performance, followed by the introduction of GML
and Grandom. In particular, the adoption of GMMSE results in a gain
of up to 1.5dB in SNR over GML and up to 3 dB in SNR as com-
pared to Grandom for the same BER performance. The results also
demonstrate that with the use of buffers the overall system perfor-
mance significantly improves, achieving a gain of up to 5 dB in terms
of SNR for the same BER performance as compared to the system
without buffers even though the diversity order is the same.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a buffer-aided PLNC scheme and devised novel
ML and MMSE linear network coding algorithms for cooperative
DS-CDMA systems with different relay pair selection techniques.
Simulation results show that the performance of the proposed
scheme and algorithms can offer significant gains as compared
to previously reported techniques.
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